
DISCOVER OUR DINING OPTIONS

Bazille at Nordstrom (781) 345-7800

Scratch Kitchen concept with a full bar featuring American dishes with a bistro cuisine twist.
Inside Nordstrom Level 2

American | $$ Serves Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
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https://www.simon.com/mall/burlington-mall


Bennett's Sandwich Shop (781) 365-1620

Bennett’s is known for its extraordinary Steak and Cheese, unrivaled deli sandwiches, signature
lobby sub, and it’s mouthwatering breakfast sandwiches. Accessed from the outside and inside
next to Miltons The Store For Men

Cheesecake Factory, The (781) 273-0060

The Cheesecake Factory menu features more than 200 menu selections made fresh from
scratch each day using only the highest quality ingredients. Lower Level next to Macy's

Restaurants (order at the
counter) | $

Serves Lunch & Dinner

American | $$ Serves Lunch & Dinner
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Common Craft (781) 365-0513

When you visit Common Craft, you walk into a carefully curated and rotating selection of
hospitality experiences: a craft brewery, a farm winery, a speakeasy, bistro dining and more.
Accessed exclusively from the outside next to Legal Sea Foods

Fogo de Chao (781) 382-0222

Experience the cultural dining experience that practices the centuries-old cooking technique of
churrasco – the art of roasting high-quality cuts of meat over an open �ame. Lower Level New
Primark wing

Restaurants (order via wait
sta�) | $$

Serves Lunch, Dinner, Desserts & Drinks

Restaurants (order via wait
sta�) | $$$

Serves Lunch, Dinner, Desserts & Drinks
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Frank Pepe's Pizzeria Napoletana (781) 273-7377

Frank Pepe knew in 1925 that only coal burns hot and dry, and doesn’t give o� steam like a wood
�re. He knew that only a coal �re could give his “tomato pies” their famous crisp, charred,
chewy crust. Lower Level next to Bank of America

Karma Asian Fusion Cuisine (781) 365-0660

Experience the high-end Asian Fusion restaurant with an emphasis on sushi and Chinese food. A
cross between Japanese �avors and the delicate style of France is Karma’s specialty. Accessed
exclusively from the outside next to Frank Pepe's Pizzeria

Italian | $$ Serves Lunch & Dinner

Restaurants (order at the
counter) | $$

Serves Lunch, Dinner, Desserts & Drinks
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Legal Sea Foods (781) 270-9700

Award winning restaurant committed to quality and freshness. The pier-to-plate process brings
over 40 varieties of fresh �sh and shell�sh to the table. “If it isn’t fresh, it isn’t Legal!” Accessed
from outside and inside the mall across from Rosa Mexicano

Parm (781) 328-8003

Famous for Chicken Parm, Mario's Meatballs, signature deli sandwiches and our
uncompromising New York roots, Parm celebrates updated takes on classic Italian dishes with
which their chefs grew up, in a fun, casual neighborhood setting. Accessed exclusively from the
outside next to Shake Shack

Seafood | $$$ Serves Lunch, Dinner, Desserts & Drinks

Italian | $$ Serves Lunch, Dinner, Desserts & Drinks
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Rosa Mexicano (781) 352-9190

Rosa Mexicano o�ers a fresh take on authentic Mexican cuisine, serving both beloved classics
and sophisticated dishes in a stylish and festive atmosphere. Accessed from the outside and
inside the mall next to The Friendly Toast

Shake Shack (781) 253-5399

This modern day “roadside” burger stand serves up the most delicious burgers, hot dogs, frozen
custard, shakes and more. An instant neighborhood �xture, Shake Shack welcomes people to
enjoy fresh, simple, high-quality versions of the classics. Accessed from outside and inside the
mall entrance by Joss & Main

Mexican | $$$ Serves Lunch, Dinner, Desserts & Drinks

Restaurants (order at the
counter) | $$

Serves Lunch & Dinner
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The Friendly Toast (781) 272-9777

The Friendly Toast serves up creative meals in a truly unique atmosphere and o�ers a fun and
exciting dining experience morning, noon and night. They put their own spin on everything and
make it all from scratch - including their bread. Accessed exclusively from the outside, next to
Rosa Mexicano

American | $$ Serves Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
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